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Increasingly, voluntary and community sector 
organisations (VCOs) and universities are 
collaborating on research. But what learning may 
arise from the process of collaborating between 
organisations, and how might it be maximised?  

IOL requires collaborators to be highly 
receptive to absorbing knowledge & 
highly transparent, willing to disclose 
their knowledge (see figure below) 

The Method 
The study was a small-scale, qualitative one 
exploring 3 cases of research collaborations 
between the University of Bath and VCOs, with 
the aim to identify CA in terms of IOL. What 
factors impact upon receptivity and 
transparency and subsequently, on IOL & CA? 

CA for Universities CA for VCOs 

Improved research design and 
process 

Empowerment through valuing of 
knowledge & experience 

Better understanding of the 
‘other’ and their needs 

Reflective practice = service 
improvement 

Demonstrate research impact Outcomes demonstrate impact 

Developed skills useful for ‘in-
house’ collaborations 

Professional development, 
especially about research process 

Factors constraining transparency & receptivity and 
therefore IOL, were linked to shallow (‘single-loop’) 
organisational learning systems, exacerbated by: 
 
- Lack of research mindedness in VCOs 
- Blocks to translating learning back from individuals 
into organisations 
- Repressed conflict & low reflection on process & self 

Power dynamics are rife in collaborations. 
Universities are attributed discursive power 
(independence & objectivity) that attracts VCOs as 
they look for HEIs to redress perceived limitations. 
VCOs thus position themselves as ‘lesser’ partners  

IOL & CA can be enhanced with benefit 
to all involved through addressing 
constraints to transparency & 
receptivity. VCOs need to recognise 
their personal authority to counter 
power dynamics. A more reflective 
approach to collaboration will allow for 
deeper learning 

(1) What was the point of this research?  

Inter-organisational 
learning (IOL) = 

Knowledge exchange & 
co-production that goes 

on between 
organisations 

(2) What did I find 
out? 

CA varies between universities 
& VCOs 

Factors that enhanced 
transparency & receptivity and 

therefore IOL, included: 
 

• Boundary spanning activities 
• Power of personal 

relationships 
• Sincerity of intent 
• Inclusive, egalitarian 

approaches 
 

(3) So what?! 

To help, researchers 
should be sensitive to 
power relations and 
open to criterion of 
success focusing on 

the collaborative 
process 

Collaborative 
Advantage (CA) = 

Achieving your goals 
through tapping into 

the resources and 
expertise of others 

Given the above 
constraints, do 

collaborations risk 
becoming ‘lifeless 

consultations’? 

Literature argues a desire for 
equal power in collaborations. 
However, would universities be 
as attractive to VCOs without 

their discursive power? 


